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Abstract

We demonstrate the suitability of employing suspended GaN beams on a Π-shaped Si frame for waveguide-based cryogenic THz components and systems. This concept addresses major challenges and provides eased device handling, cryogenic operation, micron-alignment possibilities, high integratability and allows the electrical contacting by using bonding wires. In particular, a balanced hot electron bolometer (HEB) mixer was implemented for frequencies at 1.3 THz with state-of-the-art IF performance, which combines micro-machined all-metal waveguide components in conjunction with a suspended GaN beam. In addition, in order to accomplish a proper design of active or passive components, the accurate knowledge of the effective dielectric constant at THz frequencies is crucial when such membranes are employed. Thus, a direct measurement method based on a resonance structure and an S-parameter measurement between 1 THz and 1.5 THz is also presented.
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Introduction

The exploration of the THz frequency range is constantly gaining speed and numerous applications have emerged within research, security, astronomy, biomedicine and metrology in recent years [1–3]. The main reason for this relatively late development can be attributed to several technological challenges that had to be overcome. As the dimensions of microwave components usually scale with the wavelength, their size presents a serious issue when the device operation frequency is approaching the THz range. This manifests itself in certain performance limitations due to parasitic capacitances, thermal issues, the excitation of unwanted electromagnetic (EM) modes or excessive RF losses in conductors as the skin depth may approach the roughness of the metal surface. Waveguides for guiding THz EM waves offer wideband operation and full confinement of the fields, yet they are also miniaturized and demand high surface quality and accuracy on the waveguide dimensions and alignment. Several different microfabrication techniques [4] were developed for this purpose and are based on copper electroforming over a thick sacrificial photo resist mold [5, 6] or deep Si etching processes [7]. In waveguide-based THz components, the actual substrate becomes more of a delicate membrane-like structure, which reduces the electrical loading of the waveguide and excludes substrate modes. However, it is difficult to manipulate and to place such beams suspended inside the waveguide with high alignment precision. Typically beam leads [8] made of thick electro-plated gold are used for the electrical contacting, however, once the device is mounted it can neither be modified nor removed in a non-destructive matter. One possible approach to overcome the aforementioned issues is based on a Π-shaped Si support frame holder [9], which keeps a thin Si membrane hosting the active device suspended. This concept has been successfully
implemented on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate as a technology demonstrator for a hot electron bolometer (HEB) mixer for the 1.6–2 THz frequency range [9], and provides easy handling, self-alignment, allows for cryogenic operation and can be electrically contacted with bonding wires despite a membrane thickness of only 2 µm. However, Si is often not the ideal choice of material for the beam as it may be incompatible with III–V device technologies, features a high dielectric constant of \( \varepsilon_r \sim 11.6 \) (1–3 THz) [10], and is not suitable for the deposition of high-quality single crystal superconducting thin films without using appropriate buffer-layers. Therefore, we suggest the use of GaN as the material for thin membranes, which has proven to be mechanically robust, inert to most chemicals, and allow for the growth of heterostructure and epitaxial nitrides [11, 12]. Furthermore, it has recently been demonstrated that GaN serves also as an excellent buffer-layer for the epitaxial growth of NbN superconducting nanofilms [13, 14], which are used in the most sensitive heterodyne receivers above 1.2 THz based on NbN HEB mixers for radio astronomical spectroscopy [15, 16]. Alternative buffer-layers or substrates that yield single crystal NbN films are MgO [17, 18], SiC [19, 20] and sapphire [21], however, the use of sapphire in waveguide applications is restricted due to its hardness and MgO as a thin buffer-layer on Si or lapped quartz substrates is hygroscopic and may lead to life-time issues in the active device. Moreover, they do not provide a good acoustic match to NbN thin films [22, 23], and results in a reduced phonon transparency, which has a negative impact on the achievable IF bandwidth in phonon-cooled HEB devices.

In this paper, we present the fabrication process for GaN/AlGaN suspended beams and membranes carrying the active device. In this regard, it is crucial for the proper design of RF circuits to have accurate knowledge of the dielectric constant of such epi-layer. A method is presented here that allows measuring the effective dielectric constant at THz using a resonance circuit, in particular a circular split ring resonator (SRR) and an S-parameter measurement setup.

Finally, we demonstrate the fabrication of a 1.3 THz balanced HEB mixer, which combines micro-machined all-metal waveguide components with a suspended GaN membrane on a supporting Si frame hosting the HEB mixer.

**Device processing**

The fabrication of the circuit to be implemented on the GaN membrane may vary substantially upon the respective application. However, it can generally be divided into the front-side processing of the device, the patterning of the beam and the subsequent backside etching to form a supporting Si frame for the suspended beam.

We demonstrate a waveguide-based NbN HEB mixer operating at 1.3 THz as the active device hosted by a suspended GaN beam as well as a SRR circuit on a freestanding GaN membrane to deduce its effective dielectric constant. The fabrication was based on a (1 1 1)-oriented 5-inch Si wafer of 1000 µm thickness with 3 µm AlGaN buffer-layer and 2.5 µm unintentionally doped GaN epi-layer, which is commercially available. Prior to processing, the wafer was diced into smaller specimen of approximately ½-inch × ½-inch sample size, whereas the Si was additionally thinned down to 90 ± 2 µm for the samples that were used for the fabrication of the HEB mixer.

**Front-side processing of the NbN HEB mixer**

The performance of HEB mixers is strongly linked to the structural and electrical properties of the used superconducting nanofilm, e.g. NbN. Thus, the deposition of the NbN film is usually the first process step and, in our case, was performed using DC magnetron sputtering in a reactive N₂/Ar gas atmosphere at elevated substrate holder temperature of 650 °C. The thickness of the NbN film is approximately 4.5 nm, and has been estimated from a calibrated specimen of 5 nm thickness and accordingly scaled deposition time. Hexagonal GaN (0002) promotes the epitaxial growth of the superconducting NbN [13, 14], hence results in excellent superconducting properties such as low normal resistivity and a high critical temperature \( (T_c) \), which has been measured to be 12.8 K. In comparison, poly-crystalline films as they are obtained on e.g. bare Si substrates only exhibit \( T_c \) between 9–10 K [13, 24] for similar film thicknesses.

The HEB mixer comprises a submicron superconducting NbN bridge, which is confined by the gap between two normal metal contact pads. The bridge dimensions were varied from 0.1 × 1 µm to 0.4 × 3.6 µm to adjust the NbN bridge resistance to the designed impedance of the E-probe for optimized coupling of the THz radiation (figure 2(c)).

E-beam lithography based on a ZEP 520A and a co-polymer lift-off system and evaporation of Ti (5 nm) as adhesion layer and Au (25 nm) were employed to define the contact pads and alignment marks, as it is illustrated in figures 1(a) and (b). The fabrication of separate and thin contact pads (figure 1(b)) is necessary to reduce parasitic capacitances across the NbN bridge, which otherwise would have a strong negative impact on the performance of the HEB at THz frequencies.

In a second E-lithography step (figure 1(c)), the remaining RF structure is formed such as the planar E-probe, RF choke filter and the bonding pads, which consist of an evaporated Au layer of 300 nm thickness (figure 1(d)). Lastly, the width of the bolometer was defined by a negative resist etching mask (figure 1(e)) and the subsequent removal of the uncovered NbN film in an inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching process (ICP-RIE) (figure 1(f)) using CF₄ chemistry.

**Suspended GaN beam and Si backside processing**

The patterning of the GaN beam follows the front-side processing. The dimensions of the waveguide and waveguide channel, mostly determine the width and length of the GaN beam, respectively. Alignment notches, as illustrated in figure 2(c), were added to the beam design, and act primarily as a visual aid when placing and aligning the devices onto the waveguide opening.
The GaN beams were created by using a thick photo resist (AZ4562 of approximately 6.5–7 µm thickness), see figure 2(a), as an etch mask in an anisotropic chlorine-based etching process. The etch rate was approximately 150 nm min⁻¹ and was achieved in an ICP RIE process with applied RF power of 100 W and a Cl₂/Ar gas mixture with gas flow of 30 sccm/15 sccm, respectively. The etching process through the entire GaN/AlGaN layer with total thickness of 5.5 µm has been monitored using a laser interferometer, which indicated when the underlying Si substrate was reached. Moreover, the applied process is highly selective to the Si substrate, and hence is very controllable and yielded a smooth surface, as depicted in figure 2(c).

After patterning the GaN beam, the devices can easily be probed and characterized in order to monitor any degradation. The next process step consists of the patterning of the Si substrate from the back and will result in a suspended GaN beam. First, the chip was attached up-side down on a transparent sapphire carrier wafer using a protective photo resist and an adhesive sacrificial layer, as seen in figure 3(a). Backside photo lithography was employed to pattern the Π-shaped structure, which was then anisotropically etched following a Bosch process (figures 3(b) and (c)). The GaN layer itself acts as an etch stop in SF₆ chemistry, similarly to a silicon oxide layer when using a SOI wafer process. The separation of the individual devices was performed by removing the adhesion layer and photo resist in a solvent. The released devices were easy to handle with a tweezer despite the long and narrow (800 µm × 70 µm) suspended GaN beam, which is supported by the Si frame. After the release of the devices and their final sorting, the overall yield of the fabrication process and the handling procedure can be stated at approximately 82% (32 out of 39).

Waveguide micromachining and device packaging

The waveguide components were fabricated similarly to [5, 25], this micro machining method is based on copper electroforming over a sacrificial thick resist, which is patterned...
using photo lithography techniques. The surface roughness of the fabricated waveguide section employing this technique is in the order of 20 nm. The individual HEB devices are placed onto the mixer block and are partly self-aligning due to the use of a surrounding Si frame that fits inside a recess. Figure 4 depicts the waveguide channel, in which the GaN beam hosting the HEB mixer, is placed.

The electrical contacting was realized by gold bonding wires that were directly applied onto the patterned and supported part of the GaN membrane and the all-metal mixer housing.

SRR design and fabrication

The accurate knowledge of the effective dielectric constant is crucial for the proper design of active or passive THz components. A resonance structure based on a SRR is employed to deduce the dielectric constant of the GaN/AlGaN membrane with a waveguide S-parameter measurement. The SRR is essentially a planar band-pass filter that can be modeled as an LC resonator. The inductance of the two interrupted rings in conjunction with the series capacitance formed by the gap yields a lumped resonator circuit, which can easily be miniaturized [26, 27]. The SRR is predominantly excited by a magnetic field, hence it can be positioned inside a rectangular waveguide to couple to the fundamental mode. Thus, the resonance feature of the SRR is embedded in the transmission characteristic of the waveguide, which can be measured and consequently be used to derive the dielectric properties of the membrane by using a 3D EM simulator such as Ansys HFSS.

The fabrication of the SRR was realized using E-beam lithography, evaporation of 300 nm Au and subsequent lift-off. The backside patterning of the SRR devices was not necessary, instead the bulk Si was removed completely in an ICP-RIE system in pure SF6 gas and left a freestanding GaN membrane, which hosts the SRR. Figure 5 illustrates the used 3D model in the simulator Ansys HFSS and a SEM image of the mounted SRR inside the waveguide implemented in split-block technique.

Results and discussion

Dielectric constant of the GaN/AlGaN membrane

The waveguide block hosting the SRR device was measured by a calibrated VNA extension module setup between 1 THz to 1.5 THz. The standing wave pattern in the measurement data reveals that the alignment between VNA unit and waveguide section was not ideal, however, it was possible to implement this misalignment in the 3D full wave simulation. The dielectric constant of the membrane determines the frequency of the resonance feature and was used as a fitting parameter until good agreement between measurement and simulation data was achieved, as it is illustrated in figure 6. The discrepancy in the amplitude of the standing waves can be explained with uncertainties in the exact knowledge of electrical conductivity in the waveguide walls and SRR structure, and with the challenges that are associated with the VNA calibration at THz frequencies. However, the simulation data also confirms that the amplitude is not affecting the resonance feature. The best fit was obtained for a permittivity of $\epsilon_r = 4.9 \pm 0.15$, which can be considered as the effective dielectric constant of the GaN layer and AlGaN buffer-layer. The literature value for GaN and AlN in the high frequency limit is ranging from 5.35–5.8 and 4.16–4.84, respectively, depending on the E-field polarization and temperature [28–32]. This is consistent with our experimentally measured value of the GaN/AlGaN stack at 1.3 THz.

The presented technique of deriving the dielectric constant from an S-parameter measurement at THz frequencies can be seen as a viable alternative to THz time domain spectroscopy (TDS). However, a more complex resonance structure would be needed to deduce the dielectric properties over a wider frequency range. It should be emphasized that the dielectric properties of GaN experience a relatively strong frequency dependence when compared to Si, whose THz permittivity of $\sim 11.6$ [10] is similar to its value at static electrical fields and this, in fact motivates the need for such characterization technique for a particular material combination and frequency range.
The GaN membrane is especially beneficial over Si in waveguide-based THz applications due to lower capacitive loading, which should be advantageous from a design perspective as well as allows for thicker substrates that provide additional mechanical stability and more effective cooling for active devices.

**Balanced waveguide heterodyne receiver at 1.3 THz**

The NbN HEB mixer on the GaN beam was mounted into a recess of the micro machined block that accommodates the Π-shaped bulk Si frame, as seen in figure 7(a). The latter gives enough rigidity to use gold bonding wires (figures 7(a) and (b)) for the electrical contacting of the device, which is compliant with space standards.

Figure 7(c) demonstrates the alignment accuracy of the E-probe inside the waveguide, which is critical for coupling the THz signal optimally to the HEB bridge. The alignment notches provide visual guidance and limit the maximum misalignment. The suspended GaN beam features almost vertical sidewalls, whereas the Si surface appears smooth, as it is illustrated in figures 8(a) and (b).

The balanced receiver scheme offers several advantages over the single-ended mixer configuration such as all available LO power can be utilized and it ideally provides immunity to amplitude modulations from the LO source [33], which is predominantly limiting the stability of HEB receivers [34]. However, the balanced configuration is more complex than its single-ended counterpart and comprises of a RF hybrid, which combines the RF and LO single, two HEB mixers, which ideally exhibit identical electrical properties, and an in-phase IF combiner [30]. One pair of HEBs with $0.2 \times 1.6 \ \mu \text{m}$ bridge dimensions are used for the characterization at 1.3 THz local oscillator (LO) frequency and their current–voltage characteristics (IVC) are depicted in figure 9. Without applied LO
signal, they feature a critical current \( I_c \) measured at 4.6 K bath temperature of ~150 \( \mu A \), which is almost identical for both HEB devices and implies that advantages associated with the balanced scheme can be fully utilized. Moreover, upon applied LO it was possible to pump the HEBs equally (figure 9), which is evidence of their accurate mounting and alignment inside the waveguide.

The HEB mixers have been subjected to several coolings and warm-ups (five in total) in a series of characterizations without any degradation of their electrical properties such as the critical current. This supports their mechanical robustness as fragile devices tend to break on the first cooling to cryogenic temperatures to our experience.

The results of the RF characterization at 1.3 THz of the full heterodyne receiver are presented in [35] and show a significantly enhanced noise bandwidth of 7 GHz due to the employment of the GaN buffer-layer, in comparison to typically 3.5 GHz achieved for state-of-the-art receivers based on NbN-on-Si HEB mixers [15, 36] with similar sensitivity or noise temperature. The limited IF bandwidth of NbN HEB mixers has previously been the main concern and can significantly be extended with the use of the GaN buffer-layer.

The concept of GaN on a supporting Si frame can be employed on prospective multi-pixel receiver applications due to the improved performance, easy handling of individual devices, excellent electrical contacting and possibility to further integrate the GaN platform with passive or active IF circuitry.

Conclusion

The use of a suspended GaN beam on a supporting \( \Pi \)-shaped Si frame for a waveguide THz HEB mixer with state-of-the-art IF performance was demonstrated. The patterning of the GaN beam as well as the Si backside was reliably performed by using anisotropic RIE-ICP etching processes in either chlorine or SF6 chemistry, respectively. The concept addresses major challenges that are common to THz components due to the small device dimensions. The supporting Si frame allows for easy handling, operation at cryogenic temperatures, micron alignment possibilities as well as the electrical contacting using bonding wires. Also crucial for the proper design of THz components is the accurate knowledge of effective dielectric constant of the membrane used to fabricate the device on. A direct measurement method based on a resonance structure and a S-parameter measurement between 1 and 1.5 THz is presented and suggests a dielectric constant of 4.9 for the GaN/AlGaN membrane at 1.3 THz. The low permittivity compared to Si should have positive implications for the wideband design of waveguide based THz components. Moreover, the GaN membrane on Si material platform can be complemented with a doped AlGaN heterostructure, and opens the possibility for a high level of integration with other technologies combined with the possible operation in harsh environments.
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